


JOYFLEX complete OA line

HA 1,6% HA 2,0%

Patent formulation*

*PCT pending

NEW



What’s Osteoarthritis 

Sometimes called degenerative joint disease or degenerative arthritis, osteoarthritis 
(OA) is the most common chronic condition of the joints. OA can affect any joint, but 
it occurs most often in knees, hips, lower back and neck, small joints of the fingers 
and the bases of the thumb and big toe.	
In normal joints, a firm, rubbery material called cartilage covers the end of each bone. 
Cartilage provides a smooth, gliding surface for joint motion and acts as a cushion 
between the bones. In OA, the cartilage breaks down, causing pain, swelling and 
problems moving the joint. As OA worsens over time, bones may break down and 
develop growths called spurs. Bits of bone or cartilage may chip off and float around 
in the joint. In the body, an inflammatory process occurs and cytokines (proteins) and 
enzymes develop that further damage the cartilage. In the final stages of OA, the 
cartilage wears away and bone rubs against bone leading to joint damage and more 
pain.



What’s Osteoarthritis 



Osteoarthritis Symptoms
Symptoms of osteoarthritis vary, depending on which joints are 
affected and how severely they are affected. However, the 
most common symptoms are pain and stiffness, particularly first 
thing in the morning or after resting.  
Affected joints may get swollen, especially after extended 
activity. These symptoms tend to build over time rather than 
show up suddenly. Some of the common symptoms include: 
!
°Sore or stiff joints – particularly the hips, knees, and lower back 
– after inactivity or overuse. 

   °Limited range of motion or stiffness that goes away after 
movement 

  °Clicking or cracking sound when a joint bends                    

°Mild swelling around a joint 

 °Pain that is worse after activity or toward the end of the day  



Osteoarthritis Causes 1/3
Although osteoarthritis was long believed to be caused by the 
“wear and tear” of joints over time, scientists now view it as a 
disease of the joint. Here are some of the factors that 
contribute to the development of OA: 
!
Genes: Various genetic traits can make a person more likely to 
develop OA. One possibility is a rare defect in the body’s 
production of collagen, the protein that makes up cartilage. 
This abnormality can cause osteoarthritis to occur as early as 
age 20. Other inherited traits may result in slight defects in the 
way the bones fit together so that cartilage wears away faster 
than usual. Researchers have found that a gene called FAAH, 
previously linked to increased pain sensitivity, is higher in 
people with knee OA than in people who don’t have the 
disease.



Osteoarthritis Causes 2/3
Weight: Being overweight puts additional pressure on hips and 
knees. Many years of carrying extra pounds can cause the 
cartilage that cushions joints to break down faster. Research 
has shown there is a link between being overweight and 
having an increased risk of osteoarthritis in the hands. These 
studies suggest that excess fat tissue produces inflammatory 
chemicals (cytokines) that can damage the joints.  
!
Injury and overuse: Repetitive movements or injuries to joints 
(such as a fracture, surgery or ligament tears) can lead to 
osteoarthritis. Some athletes, for example, repeatedly damage 
joints, tendons and ligaments, which can speed cartilage 
breakdown. Certain careers that require standing for long 
periods of time, repetitive bending, heavy lifting or other 
movements can also make cartilage wear away more quickly. 
An imbalance or weakness of the muscles supporting a joint 
can also lead to altered movement and eventual cartilage 
breakdown in joints.



Osteoarthritis Causes 3/3

Others: Several other factors may contribute to osteoarthritis. 
These factors include bone and joint disorders like rheumatoid 
arthritis, certain metabolic disorders such as hemochromatosis, 
which causes the body to absorb too much iron, or 
acromegaly, which causes the body to make too much 
growth hormone.   
!

http://www.arthritis.org/about-arthritis/types/rheumatoid-arthritis/


Osteoarthritis Treatment 1/2

Osteoarthritis is a chronic (long-term) disease. There is no cure, 
but treatments are available to manage symptoms. Long-term 
management of the disease will include several factors: 
!
        

°Managing symptoms, such as pain, stiffness and swelling 
!
°Improving joint mobility and flexibility 
!
°Maintaining a healthy weight 
!
°Getting enough of exercise    
!



Osteoarthritis Treatment 2/2

°Physycal activity 
!
° Weight management 
!
°NSAIDs therapy 
!
°Corticosteroids 
!
°Hyaluronic acid injection 
!
Hyaluronic acid occurs naturally in joint fluid, acting as a shock 
absorber and lubricant. 



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment 



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment 

HA 2,0% 40 mg/2ml
HA 1,6% 32 mg/2ml

Made in Italy



!
° Supports the reconstruction process of articular fluid 
!
° Helps restore proper joint function 
   By regenerating the articular fluid and improving its viscosity 
!
° used in the case of pain or limited mobility of the joints caused by the 
disease 
  Osteoarthritis, mechanical joint damage or degenerative joint disease 
!
° works locally, without causing systemic reactions

How Hyaluronic acid works



• Sodium Hyaluronate with a molecular weight of between 
800,000 and 1 200,000       daltons (see → Fig. here below) 

• Biotech source (no animal protein)  
• Native HA (no chemically modified) 
• European raw material 

HA JOYFLEX



JOYFLEX  2 ml prefilled syringe

!
!

Practical for clinical use  
Interior and exterior sterility due 
to final autoclaving process  !
Significantly reduced risk of allergy  
High-quality hyaluronic acid 
of biofermentative origin . !
Guarantee of originality  
Sealed hard cover blister  

Safety during treatments

Easy to handle  
Stable plunger with solid end fitting 
  
Injection safety  
Constant injection force during use  !
Straightforward locking mechanism  
Luer-Lock system*  !
*Needle not suppllied 



JOYFLEX  1,6% 32 mg/2ml



JOYFLEX 2,0% 40 mg/2ml 
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Before Joyflex  injections After Joyflex injections

JOYFLEX 1,6% and 2,0%
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JOYFLEX 1,6% and 2,0%
Dosage timeline 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!!
- Highly effective viscoblast effect  
- Immediate action against pain and inflammation  
- Control of symptomatological and inflammatory conditions  
- Functional recovery of joint  
- High safety profile  



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment

HA 1,6% + MSM 5% (patented formulation*)
*PCT pending

NEW

Made in Italy



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment
HA vs Proakjn (HA + MSM)

Scavenger activity vs Nitric oxide compounds

Sample NO inhibition (%)
% Increased!

Scavenger activity 
(Joyflex proakjn vs 

HA 1,6%)

Hyaluronic acid 1,6% 3

Joyflex Proakjn 12 + 400 %

NEW



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment
HA vs Proakjn (HA + MSM)

Scavenger activity vs Nitric oxide compounds

NEW



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment
HA vs Proakjn (HA + MSM)

Scavenger activity vs free radical compounds

NEW



Osteoarthritis HA Treatment
HA vs Proakjn (HA + MSM)

Increased HA Stability

Sample
Freeze thaw test!

40-4 °C!
decay rate

accelerated stability!
40°C ten days!

decay rate

Hyaluronic acid 1,6% -14% -16%

Joyflex Proakjn -5% -

NEW
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